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73nd session of the OECD Steel Committee 

Paris, 6th December 2012 

EU steel market situation and outlook 

 

Key challenges  

EU economy: gripped by uncertainty 

Economy  choked off by risk aversion 

• Recessionary conditions continue – large 
country differentials 

• Not only domestic demand weak, also 
exports under pressure 

• In October EU confidence stabilised, but 
Eurozone slipped further 

• Policy action remains slow and undecisive 

Source: Eurostat, EUROFER Economic Committee 
Macro-economic Outlook EU 

Source: European Commission, EUROFER 

2013: clouded by mounting risks 

• Key risk: slow implementation 
agreements, too strong focus on austerity 

• Greek exit 

• US fiscal cliff 

• China hard landing 

• Geopolitical tensions MENA 

• H2-2013 could see so improvement if USA 
+BRICs continue current (mildly) upward 
trend 

• Economic standstill EU 2012-2013 
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Indicators signal headwinds to remain 
strong for the time being 

Source: Eurostat, EUROFER Economic Committee 

Source: European Commission, IFO, Markit 

Macro-economic Outlook EU 

EU steel-using sectors suffer 
setback in 2012-13 

Source: Haver Analytics 

• Activity steel using sectors to fall 

approx. 3% in 2012 

• Low level stabilisation in 2013… 

• …over the year some improvement 

• Bleak construction outlook 

• Engineering and metal goods 

relatively speaking best prospects 

• Large differentials at the country 

level 

• France and Spain overall weak 

Source: EUROFER, Q4-2012 Outlook 

Steel Using Sectors 
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Construction: overall gloomy with large 
country differentials 

 German residential construction boom 
continues 

 Total orders +8% y-o-y (8M’12) 

 Low interest rates, rising real wages, 
attractiveness property investment 

 Rising trend home ownership to continue 

 Also non-residential commercial sector 
improving 

 Activity in Poland grinds to a halt 
 Key driver civil engineering losing steam 

 Deep crisis Southern Europe 
 More austerity – less project funding 

 No improvement before 2014 

 Double-digit decline Spain 2012-2013 

 Other EU stagnant or mild decline 
 Some support from housing + R&M projects  

 Civil engineering downturn to continue 

 Growing share R&M in total construction 
output negative for steel use 

 Total EU: contraction extended to 2013 
 4% drop in output foreseen for 2012 

 Further slight drop in activity in 2013 

 Source: European Commission, EUROFER Q4-2012 Outlook 

5 
Steel Using Sectors 

Automotive: sales slump spreading – no 
turnaround before late 2013 

 9m’12 passenger car sales -7.6% y/y 
 Only UK positive growth over 9m’12 

 9m’12 commercial vehicle sales -11% y/y 

 Export demand holding up, for now… 
 German car exports 9m’12 -1% y/y 

 Only luxury car producers benefit 

 2012: output to contract further in H2 
 Sales to remain weak in the South 
 Slump spreading to Germany & France 

 Producer stocks  are on the rise 

 Heavy discounting sets the stage 

 Total output 2012: -2.8%   

 2013 looks increasingly uncertain 
 Improvement confidence and credit supply 

will be slow – no effect before mid 2013 

 Exports mildly supportive to car production 

 Tepid recovery from H2-2013 

 Sales falling for 5 straight years highlights 
structural overcapacity issue 

Source: ACEA, EUROFER Q4-2012 Outlook 

6 
Steel Using Sectors 
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Steel Market: grim outlook 2013 

Source:  EUROFER 
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 Current situation 

 Decline real steel consumption accelerating 

 Buyers remain extremely cautious 

 EU mills respond by cutting output 

 Apparent steel consumption -10% y-o-y  

 H2-2012: downward pressures to increase 

 Real consumption falling by 5% 

 Rising pressure to reduce stocks even more 

 Apparent consumption slides further 

 2012 RSC -4% and ASC -9% 

 2013 looks increasingly grim 

 Extremely low stocks early 2013 – some 
technical restocking is plausible 

 Sluggish demand and weak € will keep 
imports at bay 

 Real consumption to fall slightly further 

 No meaningful improvement apparent 
consumption 

EU Steel Demand and Supply 

EU steel demand well below 2005 level 
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EU finished steel imports 

EU finished steel imports remaining  
on a downward trend  

 EU finished steel imports decreased -
35% y-o-y over the first 8 months of 
2012 

 

 The y-o-y reduction particularly 
pronounced in flat products (-40%  
y-o-y first 8 months) 

 

 Chinese imports fallen more than 
average, which resulted in the share of 
Chinese flat product imports in total flat 
imports falling from 15% (2011) to 11% 
(first 8 months 2012)   

 

China 
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By region of destination outside F-East Asia  

Chinese flat steel exports stable in overall volume  

(around 25 million tonnes) as well as respective shares to F-East 

and Rest of the World (around 50%) 

 

Volatility towards targeted export destinations intensifying 

(million tonnes) 

Chinese flat steel exports  

Chinese Customs 

Key messages – Chinese flat steel exports 
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1 June 2009 

  HRC NA: 9% export VAT rebate  

following elmination export duty (Dec. ‘08)  

  COATED: 13% export VAT rebate  

(since Apr. ’09) 

15 July 2010 

  HRC NA:  elimination export VAT rebate 

  COATED: 13% rebate unchanged 

1 January 2008 

SEMIS: 25% export duty up from 15%   

HRC NA: 5% export duty unchanged 

  COATED: 5% export VAT rebate unchanged 

(thousand tonnes) 

China‘s fiscal trade policy keeping upstream steel products  

artificially cheap stimulating export of down-stream high-end products 
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Chinese Customs 

Chinese exports 

Key messages – China‘s steel export policy  
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Key messages – OECD analysis on Future 
of the Steel Industry   

Competitiveness of the steel industry and raw materials :  

With regard to scrap, risk of increasing tensions in trade caused by 

(i) significant EAF capacity expansions, notably in the EU neigbourhood countries, not 

matched by the domestic scrap collection capacity, and 

(ii) proliferating export restrictions which once installed tend to become a permanent 

feature of the domestic steel landscape. 

Steelmaking capacity developments :  

• Protection against imports potentially delaying the closure of excess, inefficient 

capacity, but if unfair trade practices are established under international trade 

defense rules, it is appropriate to remedy injury caused by these practices to the 

domestic industry. 

• Lack of national state aid disciplines, weakness of WTO rules on export restrictions, 

unbalances in bound steel import tariff levels among WTO members and the 

reactive nature of trade defense instruments makes public policy and regulation 

poorly equipped to tackle distortions having their root cause in excess capacities. 

  


